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1 Method Summary

Learning over sequential data points and continuously involving distribution shifts as this SSLAD competition is a very challenging task. Therefore, in order to avoid the massive forgetting due to overfitting to certain data points, we proposed multiple deep metric learning in order to build generalized representation learning along with replay method with uncertainty-based progressive episodic memory in an online way. In the online setting, we cannot revisit the whole data stream while we should select the samples among batch samples at a time. We employ uncertainty-aware sampling strategy with entropy measure as the metric. As a result, given a batch of samples the sampler will select the top-\(k\) most uncertain samples with highest entropy to be stored in episodic memory in a stream. Moreover, we executed periodic memory sweeps up via uncertainty approximation with Monte-Carlo method as proposed by Rainbow Memory \[1\] and keep the top-\(k\) most uncertain while detach the rest since the memory is limited to 1000 objects while the steam data points continuously coming.
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In addition, for the purpose of training generalized representation that is optimum for the whole distribution, we train the networks using deep metric learning and learning with soft labels targets strategy along with classification loss. While training the networks, instead of minimizing the common cross entropy loss, we find that focal loss \([2]\) works better since this loss is aware of class imbalance problems as the stream data setting issue and less consider the overconfidence predictions while strongly consider the hardly-classified examples. In addition, in deep metric learning, we employ both contrastive learning \([3]\) and supervised contrastive learning \([4]\) to build better and more general representation that potentially avoids task-specific optimization which intensively leads to overfitting. Aligning with the general representation, we also employ the soft labels learning via retrospecting the soft predictions of the former trained weight that are stored in episodic memory.

For the technical implementation, we use Imagenet pre-trained resnet50d backbone with 23.5 millions parameters including the fully-connected classifier head. Moreover, we set the episodic memory capacity to 1000 objects and execute sweeping up periodically if the memory capacity is full or every 1000 training steps to default capacity which is set to 500. While the online stream batch data points are coming in 10 mini batch sizes, we concatenated those with 5 samples obtained from the sorted-by-uncertainty episodic memory samples and augmenting the memory samples with common image-level augmentations including random rotation, horizontal flip, and color jitter to improve model generalization. Then, we train the networks with SGD optimizer with learning rate 0.0111 along with a multi-step lr scheduler.
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